That's all Folks!
Final exam

• In class, Thursday 12/17 9am–noon
  2 double-sided pages of notes • be sure your force is awakened!

• Cumulative, but will focus a bit more on recent topics
  OOP • dynamic programming • summations • parsing
  nope: Turing machines • proofs about languages • Prolog
Bonus problem for 2nd midterm

- Available soon (today or tomorrow)
- Complete it before the exam next Thursday
- Timed, no resources
  nope: notes • Google • interpreter
Poster session!
Posters!

13 myths about functional programming and one important truth

All My Circuits
an exciting new Netflix show

How to care for and feed a Python
How to make a poster

1. Brainstorm
2. Pick a theme / focus
3. Make it!
1. Programs \equiv Data

2. Language influences thought.

3. Computers can’t solve all problems.